
12 Maximums hit in hard-fought Cobo win 

Tuesday night was a fine example of what evening league cricket should be, with two strong sides 

going toe-to-toe to produce some quality cricket and a close finish before sharing a beer together in 

the KGV clubhouse. 

Stand-in Cobo skipper Jamie Nussbaumer, no stranger to the role, opted to bat first in the absence 

Josh Butler, who was #Mrs in Sark after his ton on Saturday. Jamie looked slightly less horrendous 

opening the batting this week and swatted the Judas Will Peatfield over cover-point for 6 in the first 

over of the battle of the big cats. Tim Ravenscroft was more circumspect than usual before edging 

Peatfield behind in the third over, which brought another in-form man to the crease in Ben 

Ferbrache. He picked up where he left off on the weekend to produce a fluent innings of 70 not out 

including a couple of large sixes at the death which lifted us to a competitive total of 161/4 from our 

20 overs, having been 55/2 at the half way stage. Ollie Newey also produced a valuable innings in 

the middle overs with 31 from 22 balls to help give the innings some impetus. 

The newly promoted and strengthened Independents opened with weekend Seagull Zac Damarell, 

who pulled the very first ball to deep square leg, the first of 3 wickets to fall in the powerplay in 

which we conceded just 36 runs thanks to a strong bowling performance from Ollie Newey, Matt 

Breban and Tim Ravenscroft. CJ Peatfield kept ‘Indies’ in the hunt with an aggressive 48 off 34 balls 

and found great support in another former Cobo man, Darren Rouse, who finally showed his class 

with 36 from 25 balls.  

Dec Martel came into the attack with the required rate swelling to over 10 an over and claimed the 

key wicket of CJ Peatfield, whilst Max Sharpe produced an important spell from the other end, 

removing Rouse and Anthony Stokes with consecutive deliveries in the 18th over to put Cobo in the 

driving seat and eke out a valuable 9 run victory. 



 


